[Scientific schols of pharmacy. 8. Kurt Mothes (1900-1983) and his curriculum] .
The aim of this paper is to describe the historical development of Kurt Mothes and his research school. In 1935 Mothes was appointed Professor of botany in Königsberg and moved to the University of Halle in 1950, where he was the director of three departments. He proved to be a good director and an ideal teacher. In 1954 Mothes became president of the Leopoldina. The scientific accomplishments are represented by 391 papers and 56 dissertations. His work provided the basis for modern phytochemical research of plants. Mothes had approximately 800 students; 56 completed their dissertations under his supervision and 24 became professors. The research conditions in Halle were very good because Mothes had received a new Institute of Biochemistry of Plants. The research school of Mothes enjoyed important public and social recognition not only in the GDR but throughout the world.